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t il a great thi1!gto gee 'a whole man,
to lee him rile in the midlt of hil dying
and take hil late al limple truth;
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all beingl that draw breath mUlt die,.
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But the mere breath ls not the life,
A man can die only 10 long, and then
he livel in all the light hil living
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Reflections

teachings reflecting an individualistic
orientation, I continued in these beliefs,
until perhaps the end of my first year in
seminary, when Martin Luther King was
assassinated. In commemorating his life,
many news stations highlighted his
leadership in the Civil Rights movement;
TV program
after TV program
recounted the many demonsrrations in
which black people, most of them black
Christians, were brutally beaten and
harrassed by police dogs and water
hoses. I was forced to ask, what
meaning did the truth of Jesus Christ
have for the realities of black oppression
and dehumanization?
The reality of black oppression and
discrimination was nothing new to me; I
had experienced that throughout my
life. But it seemed that the Civil Rights
struggle, particularly in the South,
highlighted these realities. I was made
aware that, had I lived in the South at
that time, because of the kind of
commitments that I had, I most surely
would
have been brutalized in the same
The Classic (USPS 116-120), Northwestern
College,OrangeCity, I"",a, Entered as second way. I had to ask the question, did Jesus
classmatter at the Post Officeat OrangeCity, care? Did Jesus care for these many
towa. Published quatter]y as the Bulletin of black Christians so brutalized, and for
Northwestern College, Orange City, Iowa the whole experience of oppression and
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exploitation for American blacks? And

Wyn Wright Potter, Associate for
Urban Education of the Reformed
Church
in
America,
spoke
at
Northwestern in early March. Excerpts
frnm one of her chapel speeches follow.
.. James Cone, the founder and major
proponent of black theology, would say
that the white church and white theology
functions to protect the social, economic
and political interests of the broader
white community. The social context of
black faith, however, according to
Cone, is qualitatively different. While
white American theology addresses itself
to the problems of modernity and
affluence (problems of alienation.
despair,
pollution,
boredom),
the
primary
contradiction
for
black
theology is oppression and exploitation." (A quote from Ron Potter)
My own experience confirms this
reality. Early in my teens I came under
the influence of some evangelical

how did Jesus care?
I was told by some of my professors
that God cared to help individual black
Christians to bear with the troubles that
they faced. That seemed to me a very
dissatisfying answer. Because I wasn't
ready and willing and eager to bear with
that kind of brutality. I asked questions
like, shouldn't
the church become
involved in these kinds of struggles?
And the response was that these are not
the concerns of the church, that what we
as church people need to do is share the
good news that Jesus had come into the
world to save sinners and keep them
from going to hell. That was the task of
the church.
I made a decision then that I was not
going to worship that kind of God any
longer, that I could not worship a God
or believe in a Jesus who did not
fundamentally care about the suffering
of many people who professed belief in
Him. Especially since the church, those
persons who supposedly are filled and
consumed by an overwhelming love for
the world, didn't seem to care at all
about what was happening to people in
the world. As Cone has pointed out, it
seems that privilege and power have
fostered an individualistic and other
worldly understanding of the gospel.
It seems to me that the church has not
taken seriously what I find scripture
saying about who the people of God
really are. I find a gospel that calls for
renunciation. I see a Christ who says to
people, are you really sure you want to
follow me? Because I don't have a place
to lay my head. Because I don't have
worldly possessions. And because the
demands of my gospel are going to call
people to stand outside the society,
being prophetic to that society.
As I look at the American reality, I see
persons seeking to gain personal
privilege to acquire for themselves
luxuries which, for them, insure the
pursuit of happiness. I see a majority of
the population (black persons also), who
experience the "good life", because the
majority of the minorities within this
country and the Third World are
exploited. But I hear and know a God
and Jesus calling folk to be willing to
renounce the benefits gained from their
(Continued on page22)
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Litanies
Reaching out
to God
through Prayer
During this year's chapel services, litanies and responsive
readings are frequently used. We are sharing some of these
with you to give a sample of our chapel services and to
provide them for your use.
October 10,1978
Dr. Robin Kendrick Klay, assistant professor of economics,
spoke on "Sugar 'n Spice and Everything Nice ... or Little
Black Sambo and the Rest of the Story"
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Confession
Men:
We confess that too often we have bound you within rigid categories and have seen you as a plaything
or child in need of protection. We have not allowed
you to be unique and beautiful individuals.
Women: We confess that we have sometimes encouraged you
to stereotype us by manipulating you with our sexuality or by retreating into weakness rather than
risk failure on our own.
We confess that we have been too willing to let you
Men:
women be our servants doing the menial tasks that
we considered beneath us. We know now that such
lording it over you often made us unable to answer
Christ's call to be servants of all humanity without
regard to status or position.
Women: We confess that we have for too long let you men
assume roles of dominance even when it causes you
to be miserable with anxieties about your responsibilities. We know now that always doing menial
tasks is not what Christ means when he calls us to
servanthood.
We should not refuse menial tasks,
but we should not refuse tasks that contain great
responsibility either.
We have made a god out of sports because our daily
Men:
lives are based on competition.
Women: We have contented ourselves with cheering others,
looking pretty, dreaming of marriage to a male
hero, because we have not taken seriously Christ's
command to use our gifts.
We have spent our lives using the wrong set of
Men:
priorities. People hunger for Christ's love while we
watch pro-football.
Women: We have spent our lives using the wrong set of
priorities. People hunger for Christ's love while we
primp.
Our greatest sin has been too much pride. We have
Men:
wanted to control our corner of the world.
Women: Our greatest sin has been too little pride. We have
yielded up control to others.
We have heard your confession, and we assure you
Men:
that God has also heard. As God promised forgiveness for all the sins of all people, we share that forgiveness with you by forgiving you in the name of
God the Creator, Jesus the Redeemer, and the Holy
Spirit, the Sustainer of all life.
Women: We have heard your confession, and we assure you
that God has also heard. As God promised forgiveness for all the sins of all people, we share that
forgiveness with you by forgiving you in the name
of God the Creator, Jesus the Redeemer, and the
Holy Spirit, the Sustainer of all life.
Assurance of Pardon
Leader:
Listen! Here is good news: Jesus said, "I will
never turn away anyone who comes to me." He has
come to forgive you in your failure.
Women: To accept you as you are,
To set you free,
Men:
And to make you what you were meant to be.
All:

Leader:

People:

In obedience,

patience, helpful service, in genuine

gladness of heart make your presence felt within us
and enable us to grow up more and more into the
likeness of Christ our Lord.
Empower us Lord! You are the completer of unfinished people with unfinished work in unfinished
time. Keep us from sinking, ceasing, wasting, soli-

difying-that
enablers,

we may be for you experimenters,

encouragers

and associates

in Accom-

plishment.
December 4, 1978
Dr. Roy Anker, assistant professor of English, spoke on
"How to Get to Bethlehem"

November 15, 1978
Peter Theune, director of Christian education at American
Reformed Church, Orange City, spoke on "A Couple of
Hints for Successful Living in the Middle Time"
Call to Worship
Leader: We are people living in the Middle Time.
People: Between the exhilaration of beginning and the satisfaction of concluding is the middle time of enduring, changing,

Leader:

People:

People:

hurrying, hesitating,

regretting,

revising.

God's Middle Time, Christ himself, can give us a
stabilizing hint that we are not mistakes, that we are
irreplaceable, that our being is of interest and our
doing is of purpose. That our being, our doing, our
becoming are surrounded by His Amen.
Jesus Christ is the completer of unfinished people
with unfinished work in unfinished time.
May he keep us from sinking, ceasing, wasting, solidifying-that we may befor Him experimenters,
enablers,

encouragers,

and associates

and spirit. When we discover the world we are in,

we fear others, ourselves, and God. So we are
weary and heavy-laden in our contempt, grief, and

continuing,

becoming.
Jesus Christ was the man of God's middle time. Between creation and ... Accomplishment. Through
Him God said of creation, "Without mistake."
And of Accomplishment, "Without doubt."
And we are in our middle time of wondering,
waiting,

Leader:

trying, despairing,

A Christmas Litany of Celebration and Petition
Leader: Let us pray to God our Father in the name of Christ
his son:
People: Father we praise and adore and rejoice in the appearance of Jesus our Lord into this messy history
and world in which we find ourselves. The more we
look into our world the more we know its fallenness. The creation fights itself. Everywhere humans
hurt and pain from starvation and violence of body

Leader:

People:

Leader:
People:

in Accom-

plishment.

hurt, and we seek rest. And we look in the wrong
places and hope in trivial things, and we find no
peace.
But into our darkness comes light, the Word made
flesh and the darkness does not overcome it, for
which we give thanks with our whole beings. In
Christ is our hope.
A highway in the desert has been made straight
for our God. Every valley shall be exalted, and
every mountain and hill made low; the crooked has
been made straight, and the rough places have been
made plain. And the lamb will lie down with the
lion; swords will be shaped into plowshares.
And let us dance, sing and make merry before the
Lord our God for his great gift.
For it is through you, 0 Christ, that we might love
mercy, do justice, and walk humbly with our God.
And it is through you that we might expect justice
to roll down like waters, and righteousness as an
ever-flowing stream.

Leader:

Litany of Renewed Dedication
Leader: God the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, keep us aPeople:
ware of your purpose for our lives.
People: Eternal God who did send the Holy Spirit to control and empower each of us, be with us this day in
order that we may be more sensitive to your power
and purpose. Revive your power within our hearts.
Leader: 0 Holy Spirit, today we seek to know and understand our gifts from you. Grant us understanding
of that which you expect from us, and give us
power faithfully to do it.
Leader:
People: Whether our gifts are great or small, whether they
move toward the threshold of the undiscovered or
People:
the door of the familiar; grant us grace to use all the
gifts to your honor and glory that they may produce faith, hope and love.
-4-

Through Christ, we put aside fear and meanness.
We can sing a new song and walk a new way.
Deformity and brutality shrink to make way for
loveliness and gentleness. New life springs for our
bad seed. As Christ walks among the despised, the
sick, the sad, the imprisoned, oppressed, and dies
our deaths in a garbage dump, we find the mercy
and guts to go where he has gone and do what he
has done. It is in our faith to follow Jesus into the
hard and ugly places of this world that we find our
peace and joy.
God our Father, give us love to walk the narrow
way.
God our Father, give us love to walk the narrow
way. Amen.

January 25,1979
Rev. Raymond Weiss, chaplain and acting dean of student
life, spoke on "Making the 'Unspiritual' Spiritual"

Prayer (unison)
Lord, we praise You and we bless You. We thank You that
You have created us and the whole universe-that You hold
us in existence and are faithfully present with us even now.

We thank You for speaking Your greatest word of love to us
in the person of Your Son, Jesus. We thank You for His life
among us-a life of total self-giving which He left as an
example for us. He has shown us what it means to die to
ourselves that we might be the channel of His abundant life to
others.
In thanksgiving we gather to recall Your love which creates,
which calls us to new life today and always. Glory to the
Father and to the Son and to the Holy Spirit. As it was in the
beginning, is now and ever will be, world without end. Amen.
Matt. 5:3-16 (leader reads)
Litany
Leader:

Jesus said, "Blessed are those who hunger and
thirst after righteousness."

People:
Leader:
People:
Leader:
People:
Leader:
People:

LORD, MAKE US HUNGRY.
For your word
LORD, MAKE US HUNGRY.
For your Spirit
LORD, MAKE US HUNGRY.
For life abundant
LORD, MAKE US HUNGRY.

Leader:

For understanding

People:
Leader:
People:
Leader:
People:

LORD, MAKE US HUNGRY.
For peace
LORD, MAKE US HUNGRY.
For freedom and justice
LORD, MAKE US HUNGRY.

Leader:

For meaning

People:

LORD, MAKE US HUNGRY.

Leader:

For compassion

People:
Leader:
People:
Leader:

Lord, make us bread broken for others
That all people may know you as the Lord of life
Lord, make us bread broken for others
That all people may have their share of the earth's

People:
Leader:

Lord. make us bread broken for others
That all may know You as their Father and Jesus,
the Messiah, whom You have sent
Lord, make us bread broken for others
That your kingdom of justice and love may be more
fully realized on this earth
Lord, make us bread broken for others
That the rights of all persons be recognized and provided for
Lord, make us the bread broken for others

resources

People:
Leader:
People:
Leader:
People:

People: LORD, MAKE US HUNGRY.
Matt. 7:7-11 (leader reads)
Leader: We ask for your good gifts
People: LORD, FILL US.
Leader: With your strength
People: LORD, FILL US.
Leader: With your caring
People: LORD, FILL US.
Leader: With your hope
People: LORD, FILL US.
Leader: With your boundless love
People: LORD, FILL US.
Leader: With your thirst for justice
People: LORD, FILL US.
Leader: With your spirit of total self giving
People: LORD, FILL US.

\

\

Leader:

With the power of your resurrection

People:
Leader:
People:
Leader:
People:
I John 3:
Leader:

LORD, FILL US.
With your sensitivity to the needs of mankind
LORD, FILL US.
With a trust in your power to make men whole
LORD, FILL US.
17-18 (leader reads)
In response to this word of the Lord spoken to us
we say
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Yt~~ewhen

wefindsuchstrife,

unrest, and uncertainty in higher
education, God might very well be
saying to the small liberal arts college
which remains true to its convictions, 'If
you have faith, I have the power to do
some very great things within your
institution.' "
--Virg Rowenhorsl

"If my death can hring ahout the growlh of God's kingdom at
Northwestern
College, I will rejoice in it, Bul the Ihings Ihat are
happening here are so darn exciting that I'd like to be part of it,"
--Virg Rowenhorst 10 Friedheim Radandt
H. Virgil Rowenhorst, 54, president of Northwestern since 1975, died
at the Orange City hospital Friday, February 9, after a long struggle with

cancer.
Rowenhorst was born in Sheldon, Iowa and raised in Maurice. After
graduating
from Orange City High School in 1942, he attended
Northwestern College for one semester, then served in the United States
Navy for four years. He completed his B.A. at Drake University and
obtained a special degree in banking from the University of Wisconsin.
In 1977, he received an Honorary
Doctor of Letters degree from
Yankton College, Yankton, S.D.
In 1949 Rowenhorst began his career at the Northwestern State Bank,
Orange City. He succeeded his father, Herman Rowenhorst, as president
in 1962. Besides being president and chairman of the board of the
Northwestern State Bank, he was also a director of the Security National
Corporation.
In previous years he has served on the Iowa Bankers
Association's legislative, executive and education committee.
A member of the American Reformed Church in Orange City, he has
served as deacon and elder as well as in denominational
appointments.
Rowenhorst also contributed much of his time to the community of
Orange City, as past president of Lions, the American Legion, Chamber
of Commerce,
and the Orange City Tulip Festival Committee.
In
addition he was member of an advisory group to Senator De Koster.
Rowenhorst
is survived by his wife Shirley; a son, James; a
stepmother,
Mrs. Fern Smith Rowenhorst;
and a sister, Jeanne
Westerberg. A daughter, Cynthia, preceded him in death.
At the investure, Virg and Gerrit Brinkman. Opposite, a formal ode, composed
in Sioux City, Iowa, December, 1978, by Phillip Hey, and inspired by a meditation of Charles J. Bensman, both of Briar Cliff College.
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A Reflection
for Virgil Rouenhorst, friend
and honored president
of Northuesterti College
The snow came deep about your house
tlua December evening, and drew us
together: friends, a few words,
the glow of firelight reflected
in your eyes. Whatever could we say
to make the world change, to turn
the clocks back to better times
for you? The cold wind almost took
our breath away, and yet betueen us
was warnuh and breath enough for years
to come. 1 remember you. I remember
seeing in your eyes the constant light
where the whole man still shines
beyond his days, and my own.
Uneasily the fire stirred. The winter
held us in so much that summer sun
would never come again, it seemed.
But what too saw amid the flames
was the sun, released for us to keep
watch through a winter's evening,
and give us peace. It rose up
with our prayers. so luminous
there was no shadow left to fear.
I made my goodbyes as best I could,
and had to turn away and go
lest anything of mine should take
from you the peace you kept so uell.
It is a great thing to see a whole man,
to see him rise in the midst of his dying
and take his fate as simple truth:
all beings that draw breath must die.
But the mere breath is not the life.
A man can die only so long, and then
he lives in all the'light his living
has released, and there is no light
that will not be caught and held
and reflected in the eyes of others,
their uorks and days. How can there be
such life in these dark hours? Some hope
there is, perhaps, in each new dawn,
in the simple grace of every day
and knowing that the greatest man
does not deserve the least of days.
But now I know the love of God
will rise each day before the sun
and stay us in the deepest night.
And only through His grace I speak
with you another brightening
hour,
not to say goodbye but to return
the brightness and the blessing you have given:
may God bless you with His constant love
as you have been in yours;
may He keep you alWays in the light
of His countenance. undimmed
as it has gleamed through you;
and may He grant you still His peace
whose lamp you so have been.

Kevin Muur, Student:
up resident Rowenhorst wasn't only an administrator, but a friend ...
a people person ... always giving encouraging remarks, always willing to
be Northwestern's number one fan. But what stands out most in my
mind is his faith in Jesus Christ"
Gordon Brumels, Associate Professor of Mathematics:
"As a non-educator, he taught us educators a great deal about living
and serving ...
"In paying tribute to Virgil Rowenhorst we realize that in the process
we are honoring God ... we are praising God for giving to him the
strengths and abilities he used to serve God and man. Virg was a positive
thinker because he felt that if a person, a program, or an institution was
committed to God, God would honor that commitment."
Friedheim Radandt, Vice President for Academic Affairs:
"The year and a half of working with Virg constitutes the best working
experience I've ever had. There were times of clarifying issues, of
dreaming, of praying. When good things came our way, Virg always
gave credit to God.
"(I pray that) the vision which he had will become ours, that the
enthusiasm he had for life, for Christian higher education, for students,
will grip us; that the daring steps he took will now be a model for us."
Ray Weiss, Chaplain:
"President Rowenhorst had a vision of what NW could become ... that
NW was in God's direction ... that today is the time for NW, to rise to
greatness for the glory of God. God had given Virg the love of life. So
why did he die? Maybe he had to die in order for his faith and his vision
to become yours."
Arie Brouwer, General Secretary of the RCA:
"I found Virg the most lovable of men, who gave of himself
generously, freely and precariously ...
"When he challenged people to give, they could not help but sense his
own commitment and generosity, for which he and Shirley were wellknown long before this current campaign. But his sense of stewardship
was much more than financial ... he was a steward of the mysteries of
God.
"Inside every college freshman there is a human being created in the
image of God longing for fulfillment. The stewardship of that mystery
was the stewardship which, for Virg, took the form of administering an
institution where those wonderful kids, Northwestern's wonderful kids,
could grow and be fulfilled."
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TV:
AFamily
Affair
by Paul Borgman
Dr. Paul Borgman, Associate
Professor of English, has done
extensive study in the area of television and children. Following
are excerpts from his recently
released book, TV: Friend or
Foe, A Parent's
Handbook
(David C. Cook Pub\., 850 N.
Grove Ave., Elgin, Ill. 60120),
and from his recent article in the
journal, Mass Media.

Confessions of a TV-Generation Parent
Once upon a time, but not long ago, I became very frustrated in my role as parent. Our daughter and son, then two
and six years of age, would drag to the supper-time table.
Questions went unanswered. Or something between an
answer and a mumble got mixed in with ~ forkful of food.
Our son understood that "you don't talk with your mouth
full" and seemed to manage a mouthful by the time we'd
finish a question. His timing was perfect.
Increasingly both our daughter and especially our son
seemed tired, whiny, and unexpressive. In fact, they did not
seem to be growing up well, and like most modern parents,
my wife and I had plenty of time to worry and wonder
ourselves into different explanations.
Then one night, in the middle of a lovely candle-lit supper,
both children whined simultaneously. They had stumbled to

the table from Sesame Street and wanted to "hurry up." Of
course! Television-that boob tube, idiot box, vast wasteland! They had contracted a disease; their minds had turned
to putty and their bodies to slumping forms.
After a brief consultation, my wife and I cracked down.
Three shows a week: their choice, but with our veto power
(which we didn't have to use-their favorites turned out to be
shows that we could enjoy too). And we stuck to it for several
years. The children slowly recovered from their unpleasant
stupors, or grew out of them. Or perhaps they simply sensed
our first real caring about their TV world. Occasionally we
would watch with them. Gradually the restraints eased to
about one hour of TV per day. We figured that the matter of
television, as it related to my children's growing up well, was
solved.
Two or three years passed. Our son had become a devoted
fan of The Six Million Dollar Man. I had seen very little of
the show, but enough to "turn me off." I was disappointed,
for the first time, with

OUf

son's selection.

Earlier choices,

like Wonderful World of Disney, Sesame Street, Wild
Kingdom, and some specials (about one a week) seemed so
good, especially in comparison with this story of an expensive
machine-man, technology's
miracle-a merely humanistic
answer to the Fall. Without ever watching a complete show, I
disliked it very much-short
of exercising parental veto,
however.

One evening I passed through the recreation room,
interrupted by some adult concern or other. Jacob glanced at
me with concern and son.e irritation as I passed. Steve Austin
was performing one of his six million dollar miracles. I made
a noise, somewhere between a grunt and a groan. Suddenly
Jacob lept from his chair and with tremendous fervor asked
me to leave.

I was truly shaken, not at his demanding, but at the desperate frustration that I saw in his eye and heard in his voice.
Something of his world had been violated, and I experienced
a moment of utter awkwardness and humiliation. I was the
kindly-intentioned giant who, in the act of wishing well for a
very small person in his charge, had inadvertently crushed
that person,, or something in the person's world.

I decided to find out more-qualitatively more-about our
son's inner world. For that's what had surfaced in his eyes

and voice.

With great care I eased myself into his Six Million Dollar

We need to eliminate the suspicions and prejudice about how TV
bends the mind and warps the
spirit: our children can't begin to
share their TV experience until
they sense openness.
Man world. It wasn't easy: I missed reading or writing, and
he seemed to miss his curling-up, thinking-out solitude before
the set. Gradually he trusted me with his television
experience. His fantasy world was far richer than I had
suspected. His questions, comments and guesses would go

-8-

from TV fantasy to further fantasy,
or back to the most
unexpected and everyday experience. And always I felt the
privileged guest in the home within our son.
As both children grew (they are now 12 and 8, respectively),
our family came to certain understandings.
Among the most
important
were (I) a selecting (7-10 hours weekly), (2) a
sharing (at least half of the children's selected shows became a
family affair), and (3) a sparing (one hour free of all agenda,
including TV, before bedtime).
I became so fascinated and delighted with the new and
friendly face TV wore that I began research that led to the
teaching of a college course on television literacy. In the process, several classes and I interviewed hundreds of grade
school and high school students. What follows is some of the
result-including
children's responses.
A Selecting
"MQ<;t of the problems parents face with television are not directly
related to television itself, but toits control." - Marie Wino, The Plug
- In Drug: Television, ChUdren, and the Famih'
Interviewer: Many people say that TV takes away from the imagination,
making kids dull -- like zombies .- and that they are no longer creative.
What do you think?
Seventh Grader: Well, I've watched TV a lot and I imagine a lot. I have
a real good imagination and some of the shows turn on my imagination
to different subjects. I think it's pretty good for the imagination. When
people say that it turns kids into zombies and everything, it's only

about kids that watch TV eight hours a day-constantly and everything.
But that's

for the un-average

and I watch TV while I do my homework."
This parent is in a
bind. But the attempt to control is improper,
basically,
because it lacks any appreciation for the TV experience and is
ultimately
self-serving.
There is, apparently,
no base of
sharing. The result? The daughter calls her father's worthwhile efforts "inventory stuff" and "all this junk," while the

Throwing the TV set out is the
worst possible response to the
"TV problem." The child understands very well the family failure
to handle, if not to share, a significant feature of modern life. In
addition, the child is deprived of
a fantasy source which, handled
well, could have been useful in
important ways, and meaningful
for the entire family.

people that watch TV.

"Uri-average people" watch TV eight hours a day, fifty-six
hours a week. Surveys prove the seventh grader correct, but
they also suggest that average children watch too much: from
twenty to thirty hours a week.' A more reasonable amount of
TV viewing would cut those estimates at least in half. What
studies we have on the effects of excessive viewing
demonstrate,
for example, that preschoolers
begin their
"zombie" transformation
after one hour a day of consecutive
viewing."
As is so often the way, children want guidance. Asked to
make up his own question about television and then answer it,
a high school boy asks: "Do you think that TV today is
hurting the imaginations of young children, that when they're
bored, they just watch TV?" His response: "Without proper
parent control this could happen easily. But I believe that any
kind of restriction will stop this from happening, whether it
be in the type of program, the time of program, or the
amount of TV watched. But this is up to the parent."
From foe to friend: this wise high-schooler has given us
part of the formula for beneficial television viewing. In
creating a friend out of the TV foe, parents must assist their
children in the selection process. Most important is amount of
time for viewing: if limited to ten hours or less, in suitable
time periods, the children themselves will come up with
quality "favorites "-usually
the better shows.
A Sharing
A fourth grader was asked if she studied while watching
TV. "Yeah, sometimes,"
she responded.
"Well, usually
during the commercials, that's when I, you know, read or
something. Otherwise, like my dad usually comes down and
shuts it off because he has a lot of this inventory stuff that
they got in a system of computers and all this junk so that he
has to do this stuff-then
he goes, 'Shut that thing off,' so I
do my homework and he does his and I always turn it back on
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father attacks the TV as "that thing." Clearly this mutual
disregard
for each other and each other's
interests is
disastrous.
Just as bad is the young student's attempt to
combine TV and study.
And this, from Marie Winn's unhelpfully negative book,
Television: The Plug in Drug: Alexander is a young boy who
would often come to the dinner table wanting to talk about
what he had been watching, alone. He'd want to sing a jingle,
or retell a story. But the parents had their own agenda. They
neither watched with young Alex, nor did they want dinner
conversation
"spoiled"
by TV conversation," Alexander is
eager to repeat his TV fantasy because it has a lot to do with
what the real Alexander is feeling, from fears to longings.
Poor Alexander,
maybe even impoverished:
his parents
mistakenly
assumed
that such story-telling
or jinglemelodizing were "just extensions of watching television,"
with nothing to do with what he thought or felt about things.
But author Marie Winn is correct in her indication that
children love to talk out, and about, their favorite storiesand hum their cherished jingles.
Weeks after finishing the Plug in Drug I was haunted by
that dinnertime scene. Alexander comes fresh from some TV
fantasy or other, and his excited response is met by, "No,
we're sorry Alex, that's not GC," (Crushed, Alexander tries
to remember what GC stands for: General Conversation).
To
cap things off, the parents' failure to share this vital fantasy
world leads to the final failure, the removal of the story-teller.
Why not remove this electronic Pied Piper? Although in
some cases it may become necessary, throwing the TV set out
is the worst possible response to the "TV problem."
The
child understands very well the family failure to handle, if not
to share, a significant feature of modern life. In addition, the
child is also deprived of a fantasy source which, handled well,
could have been useful in important ways, and meaningful
for the entire family.

A junior high girl helps
parents caring to the point
from this proper parental
capacity to discriminate and

us to understand
the value of
of being with the young viewer:
control grows the child's own
control.

"Most of the problems parents
face with television are not directly related to television itself,
but to its control."-Marie
Winn
Q: Does your family ever watch TV together?
A: Usually we do watch it together, unless it's like in the afternoon or
something. But usually it's in the evening and then we all watch it

together.
Q: Do you like watching TV with yoor whole family?
A: Uh-huh.
Q: Is there any show that your parents do not want you to watch?
A: My parents respect my feelings, and they let me be independent.
They have raised us to believe that if you can't make your own decisions
of this type by the time you are 11 or 12, something has gone wrong;
usually if I feel that a show is not worth watching I turn it off, or try to
find something better,
Q: Are there shows that you have turned off?
A: Oh yeah. I've turned off Maude quite a few tim ~\.Altin the
Family, some movies.
"
Q: Why did you turn off AU in tbe Family?
"
A: Because I felt that it was getting suggestive. I think a cOllP~
times it was running down Christianity, which I don't approve's
running down. I'd turn it off.

%'\

Creative use of TV in our families demands enough care to
share. Suggestive, says this girl. How can we cope-let
alone share-in
this matter of TV sex? Much of the 1978-1979
TV season seem to be in a stage of regressive adolescence
following the demise of "TV violence."
How can we share in our children's
sexual maturing,
especially by way of TV?
Our daughter will mature, sexually, some three to five years
sooner than girls just a century ago. (Ditto, for our son.)' She
will probably marry later than those girls. Meanwhile, she has
always had her questions about sex answered simply and
openly-and
she never seemed interested in knowing more
than was appropriate to know. Eight years old, she thinks of
sex in this way: the hugging of Mommy and Daddy in bed
leads to physical union which produces babies. She knows
about seeds and eggs and the baSIC details of "physical
union" from her parents. The affection and joy of huggingin-bed, as a part of "sex", is picked up from both her parents
and TV. Sexual intimacy and procreation are linked in her
mind, but she's gaining a vague hint of fun. She knows very
clearly from our words and actions that marnage IS the only
appropriate place for a lot of hugging and possible babies.
We steer her away from the sexually offensive shows; from
what remains on TV she seems to be picking up healthy
signals and hints about sex. And along with the negative there
are some positive affirmations
from TV -land about her
essential sexual identity as a woman. Often one or both of us
are present as she goes through a TV tale. She knows our response-our
affirmations
and reservations-even
though we
preach little.
Charlie's Angels is mostly off limits in our house. (Fortu-

nately, it comes after our shut-off time of 8:00 p.rn., the end
of "Family Viewing" in the Central Zone.) But once or twice
we have watched the episode together. At the inevitable and
exploitive
bathing
suit or bra-less blouse scenes, both
children go into the sit-down shuffles. HGh sick," moans OUf
daughter in mock-dismay.
Her discomfort is mirrored in the
look on her brother's face. Some of that reaction is because
their parents are also in the room watching. They know we
know, and they know we know they know. I think that's
healthy. So many young people in prior generations
have
played out their sexual fantasies and fears in a more lurid or
secretive setting while parents hypocritically pretended that
their youngsters would somehow avoid the sexual guessing
and imagining that they themselves, as kids, went through.
Parents are more important as models than as preachers.
The more.obviously
exploitive of these shows do play out
sexual f:ntlsies
that characterize
adolescence.
But some
parents
be an unwitting part of this adolescent dreamworld. Listen to this conversation with a fourth-grade girl:

mk~

Q: Are the~¢ any television shows that your Mom and Dad ever talk
aboot?
~
A: Charlle's,Ahgels.
My Morn doesn't want my Dad to watch it but he
does it anyway.
Q: He watches/it anyway?
A: Yes.
Q: What does Y';oor Morn say about that show?
A: She says she"$ as pretty as Charlie's Angels.
Q: She does?
A: Yes.
Q: And what does your dad say?
A: Oh, he still wants to watch it anyhow.
Q: Why does he Hke it?
: For the girls.it·~

c~~~vision may~be forcing parents, more than ever. to "get it
together." We ¥e on view.
Wehl:ust watohwith our children and care about their inner
world. A'n4':Yell1~sJ ,watch how they respond, allowing free
time espe~ia:lly-=-iha; one hour before bed-during
which

/~,_n_

,~O
many young peop e In prIor
generations have played out their
.t

.
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sexual fantasies and fears In a
I °d
°
°
more UrI or secretive setting
while parents hypocritically pretended that their youngsters
I
°
WOUd somehow aVOIdthe sexual
guessing and imagining that they
themselves, as kids, went through.
they will often stumble toward important questions and revelations. But we must also remember that our children are
watching us. Whether we like it or not, our lives as parents are
being shared by our children. Why not make the most of it?
A Sparing
One night our daughter,
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then six, was crying after watching

an episode of Little House on the Prairie. In the free hour
spared before bedtime, I asked her about the show. Her involvement had been intense, and it took some time to "work

through" her complicated responses to the story. First came a
reconstruction of the story. (Her recalling took nearly as long
as the original-and without pictures or music!) Then came
her sense of what the story meant to her. And finally an
application of that experience and meaning: she prayed for
little boys that might be in trouble "like that one in the
schoolhouse. "
A sixth grader tells us that she spends "about half an hour
a day just daydreaming." Specifically, she can remember
watching I Dream of Jeannie and then trying to "make the
whole world stop" -perhaps

with an adolescent's

"help,

warm glow of successful good deeds. St. Paul warns us not to
feel boastful, or self-satisfied. With no God to thank, the TV
gives the impression of self-help and complacency. Almost all
young persons think of them as "cool," "cute," "really with
it." That's not all bad, but neither is it all good. The suffering
of true service-the way of the Cross-is often missing from
TV fantasy.
In addition to the gospel of TV's best fantasy, we need
what TV does not provide, "the experience of a faith for
which this world provides no reason. '" Our children are
looking to us for evidence of the ultimate Truth. We cannot
count on Sunday School teachers; our children look to us.
They know whether or not we care enough to spare time,

I

wanna get off! A concerned parent can be forgiven for
thinking that her daydreaming daughter is being turned to a
zombie by TV. We need to know, however, as child psychologist Bruno Bettelheim reminds us, that adolescents "get it
together" in the daydreaming process; fairy tales like
"Sleeping Beauty" can actually reflect the same apparent
passivity, to good advantage for the listener of the tale.' Most
TV fantasy is very similar to the short, happy-ending and
melodramatic fairy tales of past culture. We need to spare
time in order to understand this basic shape and function of
TV fantasy. (Bruno Bettelheim's The Uses of Enchantment,
The Meaning and Importance of Fairy Tales is a good place
to start.)
Speaking of fairy tales, the great story teller, J.R.R.
Tolkein has said,
It

However wild its events, however fantastic or terrible the adventures,
fantasy can give to the child or man that hears it. .. a beat and lifting of
the heart next to (or indeed accompanied by) tears ... The Christian j~
is the same kind. T

Tolkien is trying to convince his readers that the lowly fantasy
of fairy tales can heighten our appreciation for the biblical
Gospel.

"Fantasy,"

TV tales are an incomplete gospel
of good deeds and happy endings
because they do not clearly express our need for God or God's
willingness to help. The TV version is close enough to the Gospel
version, yet far enough away, to
both welcome and challenge
parents toward a full proclamation of the Word.
energy, and thought.

Tolkein points out, "still goes on and

should go on." The biblical revelation has not done away
How can we use TV to enrich our children's lives, and our
with the need for legends and fairy tales. Rather, the Good
experience together as a family? First we need understanding,
News "has hallowed them, especially the happy ending."
and then practical know-how. We need to eliminate the
From Saturday morning cartoons to prime-time adventure,
suspicions and prejudice about how TV bends the mind and
the best of popular television has always told such fantasy.
warps the spirit: our children can't begin to share their TV
Our children should sense from adults a willingness to relate experience until they sense openness. TV viewing must be
by word and deed a mature biblical witness as completion of,
controlled quantitatively: about ten hours a week maximum;
rather than competition against, the positive values promoted
and qualitatively: for each level of viewer there are at least ten
by this fantasy. Certainly the Biblical truth will be, at times, a hours of good programming in any given week. Finally, at
corrective for even the best of television fantasy. What
least one parent should try to share a significant portion of
parents should understand are the ways in which the Gospel
the child's favorite TV-and leave truly open time for convercan make good viewing better. Understanding takes a sation. The best hour for this is the bewitching and beautiful
'sparing" of time.
time just before sleep.
How then does biblical Truth complete or correct the good
I have tried to suggest some why's and how's of making
deeds of TV's best fantasy? TV tales are an incomplete gospel television a friendly family affair. Most important in all of
of good deeds and happy endings because they do not clearly this is simple caring. But how difficult that can become.
express our need for God or God's willingness to help.
At times my own efforts to penetrate the child's TV world
Fantasy's heroes don't seem to boast, but viewers can't help have lagged, though I could see at every step that the rewards
feeling that their favorite TV people are self-made-and self- were my own children. How careless I have often been in
satisfied. The TV version is close enough to the Gospel "giving" adult know-how and know-what instead of childversion, yet far enough away, to both welcome and challenge like expectancy to my youngsters. Children need from us the
parents toward a full proclamation
of the Word. gift of our own receptivity. Can we give too much to our
Biblical stories and- especially the final end in Revelationchildren? I think not: if we elicit from them as much as we
have happy endings. But in TV-land, happiness can too easily initiate towards them.
become a 60-minute "fix," a viewer's petulant demand in the
difficult situations of "real" life where good deeds often lead 'Marie Winn, The Plug-In Drug, (New York: The Viking Press, 1977), p.
to obscurity. TV heroes and heroines seem able to bask in the 164.
(Continued on page 22)
I
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The Vander Broeks
Following
God's
Leading

Why would two newly married Northwestern
graduates-young,
excited,

Vander Broeks made what both consider
their

only

"real

decision"

since

began Tom. "I went that summer with
no long term goal. I did, however, fly
and enjoy it. In Mexico 1 was impressed
with the peace and joy my work
brought. I began considering what that

committing themselves to God's calling.
"We had to pay $250 to reserve a place
in the Spartan School of Aeronautics, an
MAF school,"
remembered
Tom.
"After much thought and prayer, we
decided to go ahead. Taking that step,
we asked God to close the doors when
He wanted us to stop. So far, He's
opened them. We've never had the
feeling that God's plan for us is not
MAF."
As one of the steps in their training,
the Vander Broeks had the option of
stating a country preference. Although
both felt inclinations toward Indonesia,
they decided not to declare a choice;
then, they would truly go where God
sent them. When the decisions were

meant for the future."

made, their assignment was Indonesia.

Diane, who in high school had
thoughts of something like the Peace

government stated all missionaries must

ambitious,

one an art education major,

the other a biology major, uncertain
what to do in the future-choose
Missionary Aviation Fellowship (MAF)?
Well, for Diane and Tom Vander
Broek, it just seemed to "fall in our
laps." Following graduation from NW
in 1973, they went on a summer program
in Mexico sponsored by the Reformed
Bible College in Grand
Rapids,
Michigan-a program designed to give a
taste of mission work.
"Being
a
missionary was not a life long desire,"

Corps, started reflecting also: "For so

long my Christianity had been a salvation only thing, not branching into other
parts of my life. When I sawall it could
encompass,

through

our

work

But

recently

that

f
L

,[

country's

be out by 1981. Admittedly causing
concern for the Vander Broeks, both
feel God has and will direct them.
"Indonesia

is where we want to go

in

Mexico, 1 knew that for us it had to be
an everything or nothing decision. But
by this, I don't mean to imply that
everyone
missionary.

must
be
Sometimes

an
overseas
I think it's

harder to be a Christian in Orange City
than anywhere else. Things are subtle
here; overseas they'll be more head-on.

•

Going is no big sacrifice for us."

"I can become easily self-satisfied in
Orange City; lull myself into apathy,"
added Tom. "The work we'll do
promises to be challenging. And it is
where I know the Lord wants Diane and
me, not everyone."

With no real plans following the
summer in Mexico, and a desire to look
into mission opportunities,

the Vander

Broeks spent a year at Reformed Bible
College. Though they looked at various
programs, MAF stood out. Missionary
Aviation Fellowship doc' not consist of
preachers and teachers; it is a non-profit
organization
of support personnel,
pilots who fly missionaries and supplies
in and out of rugged areas and the teams
that keep the planes and pilots running.
During this time of searching, the
-12-

The Vander Breeks . from. left to right, Corrie, DIane, and
for IndonesIa.. When they arrive fOl' servIce with Missiooary A

Vander Brooks; the couple expects another chUd In May.
After completing six mooths of language school, they wUl I

year of servIce, the Vander Brooks will eIther cootlnue m

Tom Vander Broek, Missioo.ary Aviatioo Fellowship member
"Diane and I complement one another well. She has talents I don't have, and vice versa The supportiveness and
companionship we give one another is invaluable. For us, Missionary Aviation Fellowship is a team effort-sour work, not my
work."

and where we feel Ood is leading," Tom
explained. "If that door closes, He'll
open another. And, if missionaries

t
J

are

forced out, we can anticipate the native
church growing strong as it did in
African
countries
when
foreign
missionaries were forbidden.
"From
reading
and

pictures,

Indonesia sounds beautiful, offering a
look at both the primitive and the
modern," he added. "And the work will
be challenging. Ninety percent of
Indonesia's population is Moslem. Not
seeing the country would definitely be a
disappointment.

"

Eagerly anticipating their departure
for Indonesia, the Vander Broeks reside
in Orange City's mission house. While
there, Tom is a flight instructor at the
Sioux Center Airport. Their main
responsibility while in Orange City,
however, is to raise the support for the
upcoming three years. Before leaving
they must obtain $1800 for each of their
36 months overseas. In order to do this
Diane and Tom have written letters to
churches,
individuals and friends,

, Dlene, aod Tom • are eagerly aotlclpatlng,thelr
departure
Ussimary Aviatioo Fellowship, however, there will be foor
lld In May.
I, they wUI be statimed In Irlao Jaya. Following their first
cootinue at Irian Jaya Of' transfer to another bese.

visiting people upon request and talking
about their work. And, the funds have
come. Several Reformed churches and
one non-denominational church have
adopted them with other support
coming from friends and relatives. By
the middle of March, they expected to
raise the total amount.
In March and April they are
undergoing six weeks of pre-field
orientation in California. Afterwards,
they will return to Orange City. And, if
all goes well, they'll leave for Indonesia
in July. Upon arrival they'll spend six
months in language school in Bandung
and then reside at one of MAF's largest
bases, Irian Jaya, for at least a year.
After that, they may stay in Irian Jaya,
or transfer to another base.
Although the Vander Broeks are
confident Ood is leading them, they do
not approach their work without fears.
"I have qualms about the role of a
'missionary's
wife' and about our
children," remarked Diane.
IlMAF

deals heavily with both concerns. I'm
thankful for that.
"In training they emphasize family
first, and view the husband and wife as a
team, " she continued. "A wife is taught
to run a radio so she can communicate

with her husband from the ground
station. I also will do our bookkeeping.
Beyond that, however, MAF encourages
wives to do whatever fulfills them and
not worry about fitting any set pattern.
That relieves me. I don't fit into molds
very easily. "

Teamwork is a key for MAF families,
and for the Vander Broeks. "Diane and
I complement
each other well,"
explained Tom. "She has talents I don't
and vice versa. The supportiveness and
companionship

we give one another is

invaluable. For us, MAF is a team effort-our

work, not my work."

Their children, 15-month-old Corrie
and the child they are expecting in May,
concern the Vander Broeks also. As
missionaries, children go to boarding
school at age five. "That scares me, but
I'm confiden"t God will work it out,"
admitted
Diane.
"Also,
with us
overseas, our parents won't be able to

share in the lives of our children as they
grow up. That saddens me."
-13-

"And,

our

flying

is

hazardous,"

chimed in Tom. "But we could go on
and on with fears. Yet, Ood is leading;
He's opening the doors and preparing us
to move on. We're learning to trust and

ready to follow, anticipating each new
step. "

PeteHansen
Pete Hansen grew up in a family of
talkers, so he always has word to say. He
can talk to anybody, and they'll both
enjoy it. He debates with faculty while
opening his mail, and he jokes with
students in the halls. He laughs a lot; he
gets down to the nitty-gritty; he's his
completely un presuming self, whether
he's discussing the almost accidental

Sydney Harris: "Anybody can say he
believes in God ... but it is by their
fruits that we know them, not by their
professions of belief."
Although he'd always considered
himself a good Lutheran, grad student
discussions in the Iowa State student
union at supper time convinced him that

ways

rejected what I thought were my beliefs
because I allowed others to narrowly
define what Christianity is," he said.
"Basically I only rejected the rhetoric,
the
ritual,
the
creeds--not
the
fundamental
beliefs. Had I been
exposed to the breadth of Christendom I
wouldn't have passed through that

Americans

make

decisions

or

politics on campus.
Once in awhile Pete mentions showy
Christianity. Having grown up in the
Evangelical
Lutheran
Church
in
Willmar, Minnesota, and attending St.
Olaf College, Pete remembers little
"visible

How about
a cartoon?

demonstration

of

explicitly

Christian practices (i.e., buttons and
signs)," he said. He still believes that
this
visible
display
"cheapens
Christianity by making it a showy
thing." Pete agrees with Columnist

FrOOl the intensely
serious ...
to the silly. Shown on
the "ranch" are Katy,
Pete, and John Te Paske,
and company.

he didn't

stage."

believe

At

in Christianity.

Northwestern

"I

Pete

discovered that he actually was a
Christian ... that Christianity involves
more that two or three simple ·yesor no
questions (Have you accepted Christ as

,.
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Peter Hansen, Associate Professor of Chemistry
"I believe that Christ speaks to two fundamental issues: He stresses a positive responsibility to action as opposed to the
don'ts of the Judaistic law; and He teaches man to lave and accept himself despite i~perfection,"

your
personal
Lord
and
Savior?).
"That's
like asking 'did you ever go
through a wedding?' rather than asking
about your marriage,"
said Pete, "It's
not so neat and tidy,"

From the
bulletin board:
Pete
several

has a fascinating
xeroxed 'Des

btilletinboard:
Moines

Register

columns by$YdneyHarris,artda
passage from The Loot DimeDBloo In
Rellgloo by Theoiogian·PhiI",opher
Paul Tilfich. Excerpts follow.
Tillkh: "Man in oar.periodcf history

has

l~l,the

,cooragetQaslf

,such

questions (What is the meaning of life?
Where dowe come from, wberedo

we go

to? What shall we do, what should we
become "in the -sbort . stretch between
birth

and ' death?) 'with

"an. infinite

senccs 0 ess~-asJormer 'generations. d id .

. ';

Being .reHgious/JTleansasking

passionately the question of the meaning
(i'()(lr 'existence, and, being, wil~ing, t9
receive. answers •.•evcnifthe'
,a:nswers

hurt. ..
Harris:"

Anybooycan

say he 'believes

in Goo', anybooy can think he believes
inGcrl;itq(1)tsnO(hit1g;artd'
mak~hifli
feel good. Under this cover, the most
u ngrdlyand ,most. urrchris tian .acts can
beeemmijfed w Ith a clearconscience ,- .
{But}.' itis:by, Jheirfruhs

'that 'we k ow

them' not.by Iheirprotessicns ofbeJief;
1 t iSI1()f, iquestioncif
1A'hetheryou

'believe'< in GOd"sbrnllchasifisa
'question :9f'w'hetherGcrl , believes in
you--that is".do you live your life in a way
that a loving and just Goo would

approvey Thts is the~ttitllde Jesus tried
to bring to t~erituaIistitJlldaism ot His,
time;"

_

"IftheBiblehas onelesson to teach
us, it is that the firsf shall be last, that
the: .pl.lblica11salld ':sillneri .are 'often
morewQflhy than thQi:>ewho occuPy the
front pews;· that th~ respectable and the

orthodox who cry 'Lord, Lord', may be
whited sepulchers:that a denierot religion may be diller to the spirit than a
rabidaffirmer.
"(The first great commandment is)
'00 not lie to youtself about what you
really believe, and why,'. That's the
beginning of hnnesty, of morality.. and of
tme religion."

Pete certainly isn't the typical church
member, but he believes his ideas are "in
accord with the central teachings of the
Bible. And it's not just that I hold to
Christian ethics," he said. Pete believes
that Christ speaks to two fundamental
issues:
He
stresses
a
positive
responsibility to action as opposed to the
"don'ts"
of the ludaistic law; and He
teaches man to love and accept himself
despite imperfection.
But, like Pete says, he doesn't like to
preach, He states his opinion, listens to
yours, and dialogues with animation-then heads back to the chemistry
department.
Pete's been teaching at Northwestern
since
1969, and
sees one major
disadvantage
of small colleges: "I'm
responsible for everything from soup to
nuts," He teaches general chemistry and
almost anything
and everything
else,
presently conducting three lab courses.
Like
most
other
small
college
professors, his teaching load is probably
equivalent to two. Needless to say, Pete
spends a huge amount of time at NW,
even during the summer,
Since his
speciality, physical chemistry,
is only
taught every other year as a 400·level
two-semester
sequence,
he plans to
spend his 1979·1980 sabbatical delving
into chemical kinetics, an area more
adaptable to the undergrad scene. He
will also develop computer software for
use at Northwestern.
Besides chemistry, Pete's involved in
the Democratic party and supportive of
Sierra
Club,
Common
Cause,
Environmental
Action and American
Civil
Liberties
Union.
And
he's
interested in other cultures. After grad
school Pete and his wife Katy spent two
years in the Peace Corps in Nigeria, and,
on a 1976·77 leave of absence, went
to Uganda-Pete
teaching in universities
both times. Aspects of African culture
are very appealing to the Hansens-the p<qi:
are warmer and more open in showing
emotion,
for example.
"Even
the
handshake
in America
is quick and
abrupt,
and rare,"
said Pete, "but
Africans will hold your hand for maybe
three or four minutes while visiting with
you. They're just not as uptight about
touching. "
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Africans
seem more
capable
of
forgiveness; they don't carry a grudge.
And racism didn't seem to be a problem,
HWe don't
remember
being abused
verbally I" said Pete. "Africans seemed
to accept us as individuals
and not
representatives of a super power."
Plus the Hansens
appreciated
the
simplicity of life. They has no auto, on
phone, no TV. "I read 50 books while in
Uganda and Katy read lOO--and when
do we have time to read a book here?
It's a rat race." There's also much more
time for socialization, he added, which
Americans tend to slight, being "ruore
things-oriented. "
But despite
the advantages,
the
Hansens returned
to the U.S. "One
tends
to
become
addicted
to
conveniences--telephone,
running
hot
water,
freedom
of mobility
(in the
technological sense)," said Pete. Plus he
has
some
ambivalence
about
reproducing
his own image in the
African
culture:
"Africans
need to
determine
their
own
educational
structure; it's unhealthy for me to come
in and make little NWs or ISUs."
Pete and Katy do live more simply
than most, however. They decided not
to have children, for "we didn't feel
prepared to give the necessary time and
energy,"
he explained.
They share
several acres with a friend, John Te
Paske, and have produced everything
from dogs, cats, chickens and sheep to a
big garden and five acres of alfalfa.
"The nature things is the simple thing,"
said Pete. (Of course, the block-long
driveway just isn't simple enough during
blizzards or sloshy springs.)
Pete takes it with a chuckle, and rides
away in blue jeans and John's fourwheel drive. His last words? "Instead of
this story, why not print a cartoon?"

A mural for dreamers
Grade schools were a way of life from
the settlement's founding. But from the
time residents arrived in the Orange City
vicinity, they dreamed of an established
institution of higher learning based on
Christian principles-an opportunity for
college preparation in the liberal arts
based on the Christian faith and
Reformed theology. As the "Pioneer
School" on the mural suggests, this
dream became a reality. Built on the

Recording
our history

current campus as a temporary

school

building, the first classes were held there
in 1883. (The academy officially began
instruction

in 1882 in the consistory

room of the First Reformed Church,
Orange City). Later on, the "Pioneer
School" was remodeled and became the
principal's home. Standing near this
building are five people, one of the first
graduating classes of Northwestern
Classical Academy.
Most of the area's first residents were
farmers coming from Pella, Iowa, when

high land prices there caused them to
look for cheaper land somewhere else.
Among these were the Rowenhorst
brothers and sisters, shown on the mural

The dedicated involvement of persons
with a vision for Christian higher
education dominates the history of
Northwestern. And now, Deb Beeghly, a
senior art major, has captured some of
Northwestern's
most
memorable

moments in a 106' by 5' mural painted
on the north upstairs railing of Ramaker
Library; a mural that weaves its way
through time, recording a tale of this
dedication and determination.
The story begins with a covered

as part of this early setting. These people
had come to Pella from Holland anticipating fertile soil and religious freedom.
Keenly aware of the necessity of hard
work to make their farms productive,

they also desired good education
their children.

for

Next in view is Zwemer Hall, a
majestic building on campus completed
in 1894. At this time it consisted of five
rooms and a library on the first floor,
three rooms and a chapel that seated 200
on the second floor and a gymnasium in
the attic. This building, renowned both
then and now for its architectural style,
reveals high roofs, clustered windows,
deeply arched doorways and Roman
arches. In 1924, the Board of Trustees
officially named the building Zwemer

wagon entering a prairie area interpreted

as Sioux County. The orange water
tower in the background foreshadows
the establishment of Orange City.
Interwoven throughout the mural are
reminders of the countryside-farm
buildings, cows, corn-factors that have
had a continuing influence on the
college's development.
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The historical mural in Ramaker Library was done through an independent study by Deb Beeghly, senior art major.
Beginningwith a trip to the library's Dutch Heritage Room, she looked at pictures and read about the history of Northwestern.
From this research, she drew a design. Next, Beeghly took slides of the design, projected them on the wall, traced and painted.
The mural was completed in early December.

Hall in honor of the academy's second
principal, Rev. J. F. Zwemer.
From Zwemer Hall, a structure
uniting the past and present, one sees
bits and pieces from the lives of the
college's most important people-her
students: a pair of graduates, a football
player sitting on a homecoming float
that flows into a player's bench, cars
from a Homecoming parade, a wall
from the art gallery, and drummers
from the band.

Near the end of the mural is H. Virgil
Rowenhorst,
our recently deceased
president, looking toward the future
chapel, phase two of the current
building
program.
Rowenhorst
continued the dream of Christian higher
education that Northwestern's founders
embraced.

Known as a student's presi-

dent because of the personal interest he
took in students on campus, President
Rowenhorst increased and spread the
enthusiastic

sense

of

mission

North-

western has always known.

Last in the painting
chapel design. This
completed, will be a
campus, another sign

is the proposed
building, when
focal point on
of the college's

rich, continuing vision.

From outside,
Ramaker's mural invites
closer inspection
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Radandt named
acting president
Dr. Friedheim

Radandt;

Vice-

President • for Academic Affairs,
was appointed

Acting President

by

the Executive Committee of the
Boord of Trustees
at. a vspecial
meeting February 19. Radandt will
serve in this position until a new

president is frond.

In memory
Cassette rapes of the funeral
service for Virgil Rovenhorstare
available upon request at the
Public

Information

Office.

Sabbaticals to
Arizona and
England
The ExecutiveCoonmttee
of the
Board of Trustees
has approved

sabbatical leaves for four professors
during the 197",80 academic year:
Dr.
Paul
Borgman.
associate
professor of English; George De

Vries,professor

of history; Dr.

Peter Hansen, associate-professor
of chemistry;
and
Dr.
Earl
Kennedy, professor of religion.
Borgman plans 10 write and study
in the.area.of Bible-as literature
and expand his creative writing,

The family's location during the
yearisundeterminedatthistitne.
De.Vrteswlll establish.residency
in Iowa City for a year. taking
cccrses at tbe.universlty and using
the three libraries for reading and
research. He plans work on.several
articles for publication.
Hansen's tentative plans include
research in chemical kinetics and
development of computer software
(0 bring back (0 NW at Arizona
State University in Tempe .. He wlll
work. in. .the.
department
of

chemistrywlth Dr. James P. Bil'k.
The plans await final approval of
the dean at AriZQna State.
Kennedy and his family will reside
in Cambridge, England, .where he
will study althe university~ He
plans to research, study and write
about
the Reformed
theology,
especially in relationship
to the
"Belgic ··Confession, '·'conversion,
and the Dutch Reformed Church
in the American colonies.

The land of
tbe dragon

Thill dragon
something

was really

Theehildren's

NW presented
witb endowed
scholarship

assistantprctessorot

theatre

and

speech.

.theatre prescnta-

tlon cf I'Land of the Dragon" was
designed as a learning experience
tor its .audience. ·fiS well as. a good
time.
Presented
twice daily,
January ~ through February 3, an
effort was madc fo stimulate the
imagination
and . teach . students
soruethingaboat
Chinese culture.
Many conventions of the Chinese
theatre
were
used
in
the
prcducflon -: conven tions" that .encouraged people to pretend. Actors
pantomimed k nockt ng at gates,
circled artc nd. the stage to indicate

Mr. and Mrs; Homer.Surbeckot
Atherton, California, have provided
Northwestern
with a .$5((X) end(Nv ed scholarship to be named the
H. Virgil Rowenhorst Scholarship.
The Surbecks, personal friends of
the. Rowenhorsts;
are noted fer
theirgenerooity
to institutions of
higher education.

along j(lUtney, or used-a whip to
symbolize riding a horse. A set of
stairs Wa5a mountain,
a box a
tbrone.
Each .character:wcire
symbolic
nQn~realistic
make-up
called

masks, with colors
representit;tg
tics. Eaoh

and

snapes
characteris~

certain.
aotor also had an
identifYing musical theme.
C(lirumes. too, were in the
Oriental style·. with . design and
colors indicating wealthot poverty;
"Land
of the Dragon"
was
di.-ected
by R. Keith
AUen,

A call to personal
commitment
Rev. Robert

Chartlin,

pastor of
Church in
HomewoOO,
Winois,
was
the
Consecration
Week
speakerJ
March 5 (hrough 9. Following his
theme for th<;: week,
A Call ·to
Personal .COn1mitment~'j Charnin
spoke
abwt
devotional
time,
freedOm.communitytesponsibility,
love and continued renewal.

Homew<Xx:l· •Reformed
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Programming
a career
Northwestern ncw cffersa career
in compu ter science.
This career option may accompany

concentration

any liberal artsmajor.
The career •program provides the
basic .coorsesnecessary·
to find
employment •. ot pursue
further
study in computer 'science, . applied
software science, computer systems
ot systems software science.
The theoretical
foundation
of
computer scienee nnd technology ..is

discussed in the career concentration, bur·themajor emphasisIson
the practical
aspects of solving
problems. frcmvseveralvdtfferent
disciplines.

Instruction
perience

Essential

in

the

is "hai1dson"ex~
on

(he

PDP

11-34

computer ·systems.
Requited· sfudyfor

the career
concentrationincIudes
two courses
in computer progranuning.
digital

compu terorganization

•.information

storage and retrieval,· foo ndations
of discrete
mathematics
and
management· of· computet information systems~ COlIrseS in mathematic$. and accounting
are also
recommended.

A president, a
vice president,
and several
experiments
Rev. Arthur

h~ldvarjous

De l!oogb who has
..staff positions a1

Northwestern College. for the past
fifteen .years .. has. been named

prestdemof

the Freeman Junior

College and Academy at Freeman,
S'outb Dakota. Freeman JunlOf
CQUe~ is a 2-year Christian College
and a. +yearsecQndary
school
affiliated with the General Conferenceof the. Mennonite. Church.
DeHoogh is a Ph.D. candidate at
the
University
of
Northern,

Colorado in Greeley. Mrs. De
Hoogh (Dori, Schmidt) completed
her work tovardher. B.A. degree at
Northwestern in :1978.
Dr;
Dan
Wrather,
assistant
professor
of
psychology.
and
students:
Mark
Schutt.
Daryl
Beltnlall. and ('layton De Jongwill

present a paper·. at the· annual
meeting ..•. of the .. South\Vestern
Psychological Association in April
at a meeting in San . Antonio, Tx.
Entitled
"Sex
Differentesin
Cerehral Activat'ionas
a FUIlCtiOfi
ofMtdebf
All.entiQn Task;"the
objective. of the paper's experiment
wao;;< tddetermine
whether males
arid femaleswoold differ in amwllt
of· brain ....activity while paying
attention. to soothing' music or
watchihga technical film on brain
anatQmy; The sfild y was· carriedou t
last. faU ·inconjunction
with .a:
psychology seminar on the "Brain
and Behavior."Wrather
has also
been named recipient of a. Lilly
FelkM'ship forstudy·infhe·area
.of
computerussisted
tethniques.A
nominee
of the
Colleges
of
Mid·America, InC., Wrather's Lilly
project activities began in January.
Dr. Roy Anker, assistant professOr
of English,will
teach this summer
at College 1-79 on the Bowdoin
COllcgecampus.
at Bruusy/ick;
Maille. College 1-79 is sponsored by
the Council for theAdvancementOf
SmaU Colleges. a nationalassocia"
tion that provides a wideqmging
setofservkes
to approximately 200
small. liberal. arts· colleges· through~
oot the United States. Theentke
College I explores thereJatiQnships
between work, leisure and service

in past.
present
and
future
societies. The goal is to provide
students with concepts, .sktlls und
experiences that are relevant to.the
exploration of their own life plans
ill areas
of work, leisure and
service. Anker's course,"Work;
and Success in American Culture,'
deals withthe waysAmencans have
envisioned
success
throughoot
American history. Tbe phltcscphtes
of Cotton
Mather,
Benjamin
Franklin.
Mary
Baker
Eddy,
Horatio Alger. Norhum. "Vincent
Peale and Robert Schuller will be
investigated.
Anker's family will
join him in Maine.
Katherine Henjurn andlGmberly
Utke presented a recital Sunday,
Februaty2S.
The program consisted of .selectlons "by Handel;
Schumann, Strauss, Brahms and
Puccini,
Rev. Robert WaIlinga, Director of
Development
has been .named
Vice President of Development by
President Virgil Rowenhcrst. 000
Vander Stoep. Associate Director
of. Developlllent,ll<:i.S been named
Directorof'
the "Call to CurnmitmenC'campaign.
John De Wild,
DirectQrof'Church
Relations, will
add deferred. giving W.his. duties.
The development office is responsi.
blcfor
fund raising •• grantsman~
ship,gbVernmenf
liaison. institu~
ti01U1J publications
and public
relations,

Sears Roebuck
grant
North\vestern.
was
atpeng
31
colleges to receive a shnreof $27,83)
distributed by the Sears Roebuck
F~1Undati011. recently, The gift is
unrestricted
and may be used as
the college deems necessary.

Henry Hospers
desk to Dutch
Heritage Room
The Dutch Heritage Room has a
new addition.
desk owned atone
time by Henry Hospers. it man
prominent in the late 19th century
in both Orange City and the
COllege.
The solidv.red oak writing table; in
a had state of repair, was donated
by. Cornelis Vande ..Steeg. Hermie
Vander. Aarde,
local resident,
scraped and sanded.
made the
rtussillg. llw1dingand
.pi.~cesof
wood. assempied andgiued.
The
wocx:l was-then stained to match the
intheDufch
Heritage Room.
The desk is ·n(Nl .on· displayinJhe
Dutch Heritage Room.

a

wooo.

Carnival of
snow
Arden KueneofCresco,
lQ\.Va·and
rvJ<'lriaDe VticsofOrangeChy
were crowned ..King and Queeo .of
Winter Carnival festivities at the
1979 carnival. Tim Vander Ploeg
and A nn Schutte c(H:hllired the

Dietitian
on campus
Maxine

Burch, nutritionist
and
Clinical
Nutrition
CveliL
Associates in Omaha
Nebraska"
visited campus February' 19.
Before
opening
her
private<
coo nseling practice in. March, .1978,
Burch was· chief nutritionist··with
Creighton
University .. School .·of
Medicine. She was ·named Out~
standing Woman in Science by the
Omaha Women's Caucus in 1976.
Northwestern
nO\\'
offers
a
That same year she received the
.. Humall
Relations"
coo rse in
Alumni Merit Award atlowa State
accordalice.·with the. requirements
University;
of the Departmehfof
Public
Insttuction.
An ordained Christian minister,
B~rch s~nred for a perioo of Years
Taught by Da'\iidZwart"Assistant
.tS amissionarydietitianln
India
PrQfessbrof
EducatiollJ
the
program ....11ot . onl{aids . iii .the
Latershe returned toihatcountry
for an assignment . with the Iowa
preparation. of .the education major
State University"Barooa
program
btifalso relates to the college's goal
Recently, Burch served. with an
of develOping in her students "a
deep sense·{)f
being involved
emergency medical health team il'J
in mankind."
drQUght~strickell areas south of the
Sahara Desert.
1n the coo rse, students focus on
WIlel'

of

A sense of
being involved
in mankind
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cultural
pluralism
and
under"
standing Qfiodividual
cultures.
Other basicconcerns
include the
student's understanding
of (h~
neuireof prejudice.roppresslon and
its role in ..thesuppression9f
mincrityvcutrures.
and akl1ClW~
ledge of the dyn<lmiCsm change
and hew to be a change agent in
educational Institutions.
The.final. eJementofthe.coorseis
an experience in and with another
culture .. or ·mjnoritygroup.
This
experience
will be implemented
through visits to larger metropoli"
tan areas, Macy und Winnebago,

Nebraska; and Hope Haven-and
Handicap Village,
Northwestern's
program is geared
tor pre-service trainin~1iotfor
those who are currently teaching.
The 'Coorse is offered for the
second. time this semester,

How Should We
Then Live?
Atell~epis<Xie documentary filmi
"How Shouid We Then Live?" was
1howh Jan,lary< 16 throogh February lSoncaTnpus.
Written and
narrated by Dr,FraJ:icisSchaeffer,
the series traced the rise and
decline of Western thought and
curture.

Presidential
search
(continued
from back cover)
faith and learning. So also the committee is c-rinftdentthat
OUt Lord
has prepared
someone to guide
Northwestern in fuifiUing her pur-

pose.
As
the
chairman
of
the
committee put it, "We need your
prayer support Jnootot'all .. Please
pray. that ....we may be sellsi tive· to
G(Xi's!eading,SetondlYt
\1..'allt
every member of the Northwestern
fnmilytolll1derstand that..hisorher
suggestions. are· appreciated,
'You
may regard this as a personaJ
invitation to send in the· names of
potentialcandidates.Yoo
rnay give
them .. to 3ny member ·of
the
committee, ·orsend
them tome,
The Rev. Donald R Lenderink,
Chairman
of the Presidential
Search
Committee.
310 Albany
Avenue N.E .. Orange City, Iowa,

we

51041. "

Music and
readings across
the midwest
During
spring
break
March
16·21, both the concert band and
the choral readers toured.
The 02·piece band, under the
direction of· Dr .. Herbert Ritsema,
professor
pfmusic,..
presented

concerrsInBelrnond .andLatimet.
Iowa,
as well
as
Randolph,
Sheboygan and Oostburg wisconsin. Their numbers included pieces
by ···C{)oeIlL. Faure.

Kallnnikw.

Del Borga, and Bellson.
the choral readersviunder the
direction
of R. Keith
Allen.
assistant profeSSQfoftheatre
and
Zdechlik.

speech.ivisued .churchesitJ IO\Va.
IllinbIs ..• Indian~!>Ill1d·
Their1:\vo,partprogram

Breaking indoor
track records
The

Raiders indoor track team
captured
the NAIA District
IS
championship
and established 13
indoor .records thisseasonr· under
the leadership
of Coach Mel
Tjeerdsrna,
DoogTjeerdsrnabrokerecordsin
the
IlXXl yard
run
(2:21.2),
Isro.meters
(4:04.3) and mile run
(4:21.8).
R(ly Van Loo ran the
~yard·dash
in 32.68 aod jumped
22'4';hu long jump.
Other individual records established were 6O-yard·dash
(Eric
Williams,
(<X>.39), 44O-yard·dash
(Ryan Achterhoff,
50.9), triple
jump (Achterhotf,
42'2W'), pole
vaull (Dean Hoogeveen,
13'6"),
andshotpu[(T omDe V ries,50·11\).
Three
• relay.. .records
..were
smashed: 44O-yard·relay (Van LOO,
Roy Wigen, Bryan Van Gorp. and
Achterhotf. 44.8), mile relay (Van
L<JO, Achterhoff,
Terry Johnson
and Dwayne Camatigg, 3:24.0), and
two-mile· relay (Tjeerdsma,
Pete
Stevenson, ..•Dale.Schooimeester,
and Jeff Vander Velder, 8:09.2),

Sioux county
musicians
The Sioux COUnty Orchestra. a45
member
group
composed
of
students as well as other coonty

p~r$bnnel.•.p~esellte(f,acOIl~e~fon
February 18. Under the direction of
Dr. Herbert Ritsema, they per·

formed ...numbel'S . by Beeth(JVell.
Nylhybel, BrQWne, Tschaikowsky
and Bach. Mary [Bog,wdJ Holland,
instructor
Of strings atNW.
is

CQllcert O'iistltss;

Roy Van

Loo.for. Northwestem

Lady Raiders
defeated in
playoffs
The Northwestern
Lady Rajders
brought
their
season
to
a
disappointing
end February
17,
losing to Grandview by a score of
84-56 in the district play·offs.
Led by coaches Mary Ver Steeg
and Larry Tigges. they ended the
season with a record of 13-1 in the
Io-Kota
Conference
and
15-5
overall.
Co-captains: for the "7&.79•season
were Karen Woudstra. Judy Lundt
and Margie Peters. Other letter
~itlnersirclude
QindyLudwig,
Vicki
Pete".
Deb
Hoogeveen,
Carolyn Penning, Heidi Woudstra,
Marcia Winterhofand
Laura Van

Onullcreu.
Hoogeveen was lead scorer for the
season with 244 pOints. followed
closely by Ludwig with 215. Deb
averaged 12.2 points per game while
Cindy threw in an ayerageQflO.8
points.

Building the
wrestling team
The NW wrestlers, under the
leadership of Coach David Thayer.
finished their season wlth a.dual
record of 9-11, NW's best since
1974. And, the first time in the
history of NW, the wrestling team
took··. tournament, at Dena; Nebr.
Duane Muecke (158) and Lyle
Lundgren
(Hwtl qualified
for
NAlA
nationals
at Wheeling,
W.V .• Muecke being the first in
NWhistory
.tQcQtne withhl.one
marchbf placing at. nationals. In
addition, .•l1~merous. records .were
broken this· season, .including best
season record (28-8) and season pin
record (16), both by Lundgren.
Thayer is presently digging up
old wrestling records, without a lot
of success. So if you know NW's
three~yearJdual' .tNeraJl
season
records~ •please write Thayer.

a

When 1
grow up ••

second· team honors.
The junior varsity
Season record of 4:1.

c6mpileda

Enrollment:
SeCQndsemesferenroUment

773
.at

N<dbwestern is 173sfiIdents,725

fuU·til!1f,
Clas$enroUrnent 1s269 freshmen,
175 sophomores, 1:xl junioIS, 146
$e-ntorsand 53specta1 students.

• •

Career Explo '79 was held on
campus February 12 through 17.
The
week·long
program
was
de1'iignedlqencouragestudentst()
investig:HeC~r~er
optionS during
college and not wait until they are
graduating seniors, .. said MicheHe
Potts •• coordinator,

Evel~tStnCluded. atropen. hCX1sein

both the placement center and tbe
<:al'~er library;.a variety •.ofcat~er
filmsdealitlg.with.
various .profes~
$tons and ..in~erviewingskinSiap4
workshops ·oo··illterviewing ..skilIs
and teSUlile wtiting.
Northwestern anticipates hiring a
careetplacement perSon·this fall.
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gf· .$eleetions. from.. the .Old
Testament-specifically
the story of
JQnah; •Paul's
writings
to .the;
Ephesians.i Colossians and Cl)I'j11~
thian$;
and
the
caHingand
teachings:
of Christ.
'

Basketball: 16.:11
The

men's
basketball
team
the '78-'79 season with a
10' tt record.
NQrthwesterngtabbe<1another
'Tri-Stare.conterence
championship
with a 6·0 mark. The Raiders were
also District IS playoff qualifiers.
but were nUs.ledby rival Briarc:liff
~78111the:.~rstr()und,
Seflinr IeffKraayeuhrinklcd
'the
team tn SCot'jng. wub..a ·l6; 7aver~
per game. The forward finished
'-\'H h 129SpQiutsfor hi~career,g9Cd
for thirdontheNQrthwestern
al1-UnieSc9ring ··Ih;t b¢hindJim
W<Udsu'a's
2386 (,7Q-'14) and
Gregg Bosch's 1554 ('68-'72).
Honors .¥ientlo.· Kraayenbri ok

finished

andse,lliorguardRanQYYcxler

ffoogtvee,n ..eattied·· .•a .pusitiQl1 .•on
the lo-Kota AII·Conference
first
leam. Heidi
Woudstra
gained

Michigan.
·COllsisted

who

wereselect¢dlQ
thean~cQnferellt:e
MId NAIA District IS leams.

The media
and Watergate
Wesley Pippert,
United
Press
International White HQUseCorres~
pondeflt, vlsitedcAl11Pus Februaty
7 and 8.
A ...
·.stri)ng, .. evallgelicaJ. Christian
concetnedwiththeiniegrat1QnQf
his faith and journalism,
Pippe.'!

pr~sentedfl puql1C)ectureontne
media and Watergate. and spoke in
chapeI31ld)nseveraldasses,H~is
author
of several ·books,nlOst
recently The Spiritual Journey of
Jimmy Carter.

Alumni News
Henry Vermeer of Hull,
has been appointed "Senior Pastor" by the RCA Board of
Pensions to the Iowa-Nebraska-

Rev.
33 Iowa

Minnesota area

He and Mrs.

Vermeer (Alberta Kooiker '36) have
served a number of midwestern
congregations since beginning their
ministry in 1940. The Vermeers
have left the active pastorate and
are Jiving in Hull.

42 Arlene

rVan Pelt] Duistermars
and her husband,
the Rev.
Orwin
Duistermars,
recently
moved from Lynden, Washington
to a new pastorate
in Grand
Rapids, Michigan.

Rev.
Roger
Peterson
of
Blairsville, PA was recently
installed
as moderator
of the
Kiskiminetas
Presbytery
of the
U nited Presbyterian Church which
covers an area of five counties in
Western Pennsylvania and is one of
17 Presbyteries in the Synod of the
Trinity. The position of mcderator
is the chief presiding officer of the
area organization. He will serve in
the post for one year and continue
as pastor of the Blairsville Church
which has just undertaken a major
remodeling program. Mrs. Peterson
is the former
Wilma
Korver.

51

Major

Kenneth

R. Hollinga
himself in the
performance of outstanding service
to the United States as Chief
Minuteman
Modernized
Evaluation Team and as Chief Minuteman
Unit
3<X>lst Strategic
Missile
Evaluation Squadron, Vandenberg
AFB, CA from August 25, 1974 to
December 17, 1978. His superior
knowledge of Minuteman
operations and his exceptional managerial ability were essential factors in
the command's successful transition to the mission ready evaluation
program. His efforts to improve
technical data and other directives
affecting crew procedures
have
resulted
in
many
significant
improvements at the Intercontinental Ballistic Missile force capability.
Hollinga
has
now been
commissioned
as Lt. Col. and
assigned
to the
Pentagon
in

61 distinguished

Washington,
D.C. He
family are making their
Springfield, Virginia

and his
home in

De Jong has gone into the
65 Earl
hog confinement
business in
Inwood, Iowa after teaching for a
number of years, most recently in
Forest City, Iowa Mrs. De long is
the former Carol Denek .. ['66].
Haack has been named
69 Duane
the
new director
of the
Northwest
Iowa Work Activity
Center at Sheldon. He was formerly
the production
manager at the
center.
Kenneth KIay left on March 1
71 for
the Sudan Interior Mission
in Nigeria where he will serve as a
missionary agriculturist. He recently completed requirements for the
M.S.
degree
in
Agricultural
Biochemistry and Nutrition at the
University of Arizona He planned
to leave March 1, arrive at Kano.
Nigeria, with a change of planes in
Amsterdam, and a mission airplane
from Kanos to Jos. All of Ken's
necessary support funds have been
pledged
along
with
adequate
ministry funds. His passage funds
and half his outfitting costs were
underwritten
by
the
Men's
Brotherhood
of the
American
Reformed Church in Luverne, MN.
Ken's address
is: ECW AlSIM,
P.M.S. 2009, Jos. Plateau State,
Nigeria

72 Rebecca
recently

[Groen]
Noteboom
earned
the M.A.
degree 111 Library
Media at the
University of Sooth Dakota She is
employed at the A.E.A. Office in
Sioux Center as an Educational
Media Consultant.
She formerly
served
as librarian
at Unity
Christian High School in Orange
City.

73 Dave
teacher

Aalbers,
formerly
a
in Sanborn,
Iowa,
moved with his family to Orange
City where he is currently
in
construction work. Mrs. Aalbers is
the former Ronda Katt.
Cornie Wassink has become a field
underwriter
with New York Life
Insurance
Co. in Sheldon after
being affiliated with Raider Sports
in Orange City for two years.

Vera [De Boer] Bradley is teaching
at Southwestern
Community College in Creston, Iowa She is an
instructor of educational media in
the media
technology
program
there. She received her master's
degree in educational media from
the University of Northern Iowa in
December,
1([77. Her husband,
Norbert Bradley, is principal of
Lenox High School, Lenox, Iowa
Art and
74 ZeiJinga

Mary [Wissink '72]
have
moved
to
Sheldon
where
Art serves as
production manager at the Northwest I<.M'aActivities Center. He is
responsible for the overall planning, production layout, implementation, training of employees and
staff, and general operation and
administration
of the vocational
department of the Center. A rt was
employed at Hope Haven for two
years and most recently
as a
salesman for vcs Motor Company
in Sioux Center.

Keith De Boer recently moved to
Orange City from Hawarden. He is
an employee of Investors Diversified Services.

75 Janet

.

De Boe~ Rlchar?s earned
the M.A. degree tn English at the
University of Northern Iowa and is
currently teaching English at the
Sheldon, Iowa Community School.

Hunting for memorabilia
Archivist
Nella
Kennedy
is
looking for commencement
proggrams from 1930, 1940 and 1950,
and copies of CULLINGS,
a
forerunner of DE KLOMPEN.
If
you have copies of these items or

any other memorabilia
that you
would be willing to donate to
Northwestern, please send them to
Nella Kennedy, Archives, Northwestern College, Orange City, Iowa
51041.
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76 James

Van
Heuvelen
is
currently employed at Sperry
Univac Computer Assembly Plant
in Jackson, Minnesota

AI and Brenda [Kok '77J Te Brink
are living in the mountains
of
southwest Colorado where Al is a
patrolman. The town is Telluride,
CO which is a tourist spot with a
beautiful setting in the moontains.
Dennis
Popkes

and Linda [Sikkema '75)
and their son Matthew
moved to Sheldon recently. Dennis
is employed
by
the
Sibley
Creamery.
Tigges is a new addition
77 Larry
to NW's physical education
department
having
moved
to
Orange City from Peterson, Iowa
Kerry Lamb is a programmer
analyst for Westinghoose
Credit
Corporation in Pittsburgh, PA.
Janna Dykstra
is a first grade
teacher at an army base in Bad
Hersfeld, Germany.
Roma Reweebcest is a medical
at the Orange City
Hospital. She began her training in
Des Moines.

78 technologist

John Richards is a home missionary
for
the
Christian
Reformed
Church,
serving as Friendship
House Alcoholism Program administrator in San Francisco. He was
among several other workers who
were on hand to aid survivors and
relatives of the Guyana incident.
The CRC Friendship
Hoose is
located a couple of blocks from the
back yard of the People's Temple
in San Francisco.
Jeffrey Hansen
is an assistant
manager for K-Mart in Eau Claire,
Wisconsin.
Merry Vriesen is a secretary/receptionis for a Real Estate firm in
Denver, Colorado.
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From the
presidential
search
committee
With the passing of oor late
president, pre. Virgil Rowenhcrst,
con~ern iSllQW being expressed
regatding a choice of asuccessor,
Cogntzantof the need. to continue

on-movement tonward

with the

same vision and faith that has
been exemplified already. the
Executive .rCcmmlttee
Of the
Beard of Trustees established a
presidential profile-as well asIhe
framework tbra.·· presidential
search .commirtee. .According. to
their direction," the presidential
searebecnimittee shall be-com ..
posed of twelve members, each of
whotn shall be elected by and
from the body be or she represents.The.commlttee
is composed
of three members from the executiVecornmitt~,
"Mrs~ Gertrude
Kraai of Orange City. Mr. Darrel
Renslnk of Sioux Center, and Dr.
Thurman
Rynbrandt of Sioux

Center; three members from the
faculty, Dr. Sylvio Scorza, Dr.
ROj' Anker, and Mr. David
Zwart; ..one.from theadministretion, the Rev. Robert Wallinga;
one' from the' c:onstituencYi.·Mr.
Earl Klay of Orange City; one
fromthewQtl1en's·auxiHary.~ts;
Arlene Ten Clay of Orange City;
one ftotn the student body, Loren
Pemberton.onef~omthe al~mni'
Mr. James Vander Velde of Rock
Valley; as well as the Rev. Donald
R. Lcnderink of Orange City. who
was electe~b.y the. executive
cornnlitteetos~rveas'
chairman.
According HtMr. Lenderink.
the committee is hard at work,
rneet~ng regtil~rly()t)ce.· n week,
anticipating that shortly they may
ben1eet1Jl!1 as often
twice ..'a
week" Theircon('er~atpr~ent
is
not only to publicize Northwestern's need for anew president,
but to solicit the aid <£ all who
love .N9rthwestern ·and have, a
conCern for . her vision.
The
cornITlittee'is committed tQthe
view that the Lord has a special
purpC6eforNOrthwestern'sexist~
ence; As afour~year.Christian
liberal arts college ot' the

as

ReformedC:bun;hinAmerica.
Northwestern
strives
to
be
distincdyChristianltl
its· curriculat emphasis itlorder to integrate

(continued on page 19)

